
We need to raise a capital sum of £5 million for a new
academic building to facilitate our expansion in pupil
numbers and in the bursary support we can provide.
We intend the new building to be completed in 2012.

In 2008 the new Headmaster and Governors formulated an ambitious
development plan which, simply put, means making the Founder’s vision
continue to thrive in the 21st century and beyond.

At the heart of this vision is the desire to make a boarding home available to
those who need it. To do this, we need to be bigger than we are, without
losing the family feel, and we need to maintain excellence in all of our
provision. The first and most important building we need is a new academic
block (pictured on the front) which would house new science labroratories, a
library and classroom space sufficient to enable us to grow to a school of 400
pupils; 200 boarding and 200 day. Our firm belief is that our boarding ethos
makes for a better school experience for all our pupils.

“There is no place warmer in my affections than Kingham Hill. It
gave me, and children like me, the opportunity to succeed in life –
please do support the wonderful work of the school as it continues
to provide a home and an education for those of limited means.”
Lord Andrew Adonis, a Kingham Hill Old Boy
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Help the school to help more pupils
With your donations we can build a bigger school and enable more

free and assisted places for deserving pupils.

A P P E A L



Kingham Hill was founded in 1886
by the Christian philanthropist
Charles Edward Baring Young. He
used his vast fortune to build a school
in the rolling Cotswold countryside,
taking children from backgrounds of
deprivation and neglect, giving them
a home and a start in life. Pupils
learned to live in community,
to take responsibility for themselves
and for their future and to make the
most of the opportunities and talents
they had.

Over time Kingham Hill became an independent
school, owned by The Kingham Hill Trust, but has
retained at its heart the charitable vision which
inspired it. We continue to be one of the most
generous schools in the country in terms of bursary
support we provide per head of pupil population.

From the beginning, and into the 21st Century,
the school stands on its clear commitment to
the Christian Gospel and Biblical truth which
we believe provides the basis for a consistent
worldview, scientific endeavour, the study of the
humanities and human dignity, the infinite
worth of each individual and the cultivation of
virtue. Added to the school’s non-selective
nature and commitment to educate children
from all backgrounds in accordance with the
founding vision, this makes for an environment
which celebrates and values faith, knowledge,
and community.

Thank you for taking the time to consider our 2020
Appeal. We want to continue to offer the kind of high –
quality education for which the school has been
renowned since 1886 – not just to those who can afford
it, but in accordance with the Founder’s Vision to make
a happy, unpretentious, and successful environment of
‘The Hill’ as widely available as we can.

Kingham Hill School is unique:

� A school with a firm Christian Ethos that welcomes
pupils of all backgrounds and beliefs.

� A traditional English boarding and day school with an
understanding of the global nature of the modern
world and an international flavour.

� An independent, fee-paying school with high
academic standards which, by principle, is
non-selective in its intake and which has always
existed primarily to provide an education and a home
for those of limited means as well as those who have a boarding need.

Currently 80 of our 260 pupils are on free or assisted places. This appeal will allow us
to create facilities for up to 400 boys and girls (200 boarding, 200 day) and increase
our bursaries accordingly.

Over the years many lives have been changed and children have been given a future
they might not otherwise have had – evidenced by our fabulous alumni who remember
the school with such affection and continue to be so generous in giving back to the
place which gave them so much.

We are a school with a rich past and an exciting future. With your generous support
we can make it a reality. In all our efforts, we share the faith of our Founder that
“Unless the LORD builds the house, its builders labour in vain”.

Nick Seward
Headmaster
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